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Globalese price list for Globalese Cloud users 

Effective as of 21/09/2021 
 
The following are the prices for Globalese Cloud users accepting the Globalese 

Terms and Conditions of Use. The price list is valid from the effective date as listed 
in the header. The price list can be subject of change by prior notification of at least 

30 days. Changes are published on the Globalese web site and in the end-user 
systems in the Terms and Conditions. 

1. Definitions 

In this price list: 
Stock engine: stock engines are ready-to-use, pre-trained engines available for 

Globalese users. 
Stock+ engine: Stock+ engines are customized stock engines, i.e. engines trained 

by extending a pre-trained stock engine with you own master data. They require 
additional training data provided by the user and must be trained at least one time 

in order to be used. 
Domain-adapted engine: domain-adapted engines are engines trained based on 
the training data provided by the user, optionally by using stock data provided by 

Globalese. They must be trained at least one time in order to be used. 
Initial training: the first training of a domain-adapted engine. 

Full training: full re-training of an already trained domain-adapted engine after 
changing the training data. 
Quick training: tuning of an already trained domain-adapted engine. 

Stock+ training: any training of a Stock+ engine. 
Text translation: segment-based, synchronous translation by using engines 

deployed for synchronous translation. Consumption can be triggered either by the 
given CAT tool plugin or by using the Globalese API. Basis for translation is the 
number of source text characters sent for translation. 

Document translation: file-based, asynchronous translation. Consumption can be 
triggered either by the given CAT tool plugin or by using the Globalese API. 

Engine Life Cycle: we release from time to time new versions of Globalese to 
implement fixes and improvements. Each engine has a technical version that 
reflects the time of training. After the implementation of a new version, engines 

trained on an older version are supported for six additional months starting from 
the date of release of the new version. After that, engines reach the end of their 

supported life cycle. After the end of the supported life cycle of an engine, engines 
must be fully re-trained in order to be used again. The life cycle status indicated in 
the system with following color codes: 

- Green: engine is on the latest technical version and can be used for translation. 
The engine is fully supported. 
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- Yellow: engine is on the previous technical version and can be used for 
translation. However, there is a new version available, and re-training might 

improve the engine. The engine is supported for bug fixes. 
- Red: the engine is on an older technical version. It can be used for translation; 

however, a full re-training is highly recommended. The engine is not supported 
anymore and should be fully re-trained in case of any issues. 

2. Prices 

Storing a Stock engine: free 

Engine storing: 5 EUR/month 

Base for invoicing is the maximum number of existing (trained) Stock+ or Domain-
adapted engines in each calendar month. Each successfully trained engine is 
counting. Deleted engines will be deducted from the total number of stored engines 

at the beginning of the next calendar month. 

Text translation: 0.0001 EUR/source text character 

Base for the invoicing is the number of source text characters successfully sent for 
translation. 

Document translation: 0.00002 EUR/source text character 

Base for the invoicing is the number of source text characters successfully sent for 
translation. 

Initial / full training: 50 EUR/training 

Base for the invoicing is a successfully finished training, or a training started and 

then cancelled by the user. Engine trainings which failed for technical reasons do 
not count. 

Quick training / Stock+ training: 10,00 EUR/training 

Base for the invoicing is a successfully finished training, or a training started and 
then cancelled by the user. Engine trainings which failed for technical reasons do 

not count. 

 

All prices are net prices and are subject to applicable statutory value-

added tax (VAT). All prices are in EUR. 

 
 


